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Chapter 1 : Product Details | Language Book Centre | Australia's premier foreign language bookshop
I took up Greek with the intention of using it on a future trip to Greece. I have not been there yet, but I feel that I will be
well-prepared after studying "Just Listen N' Learn Greek." It creates, at least, the illusion that Greek is an easy language.

A reader Riding on the waves of inspiration and dreams of Kefalloni? I purchased the book and tape set. Like
other reviewers, I found that the conversations are recorded by native speakers who run their words together;
this is helpful, as it gives a true-to-life pronunciation of the speakers a foreigner would encounter. I also found
it helpful that the language is printed in arabic and the Greek alphabet is introduced slowly. I strongly
recommend for those in pursuit of a grammatical exactitude, a supplementary grammatical text. On the whole,
this text and its tapes are truly excellent The most valuable part of this course is that most of the dialogues you
listen to are recordings from the streets of Greece. Most courses use studio recorded audio to teach you a
language and this method does not realistically reflect how native Greek speakers truncate words, run words
together, do not enunciate every word and speak fairly quickly. Listening to these dialogues will give you a
more realistic idea of how people will speak when you reach Greece. Because the book is conversation
oriented, they do not emphasize the alphabet and you should buy another book to help you practice your
reading skills. One chapter out of 15 focuses on the future tense and one on the past tense. This short
introduction will not adequately prepare you to fluently use the future and past tense, but will at least expose
you to the underlying concepts. Points of grammar are introduced when they occur in a conversation and you
must use the book for the explanation of grammar points. Use another book, such as the Teach Yourself Greek
or the Colloquial Greek with audio if your goal is fluency in the language. Get another course such as Greek in
7 Days same publisher - passport books to give you a conversational course where the audio is slow and
controlled. Use this book either in conjunction with the Greek in 7 Days or afterwards if you are having
trouble understanding Greek when it is spoken to you. This is where the strength of this book lies: After
studying through with the Passport Books program I have a great handle on Greek. At 54 years of age I was
skeptical about effectively learning a new language. If I would have chosen this program first I would have
undoubtedly failed at my attempts to learn the Greek language. Now, however, I am returning to the Passport
Books program and will master the language as far as these tapes and book will take me. You MUST continue
on Congratulations on a job fabulously done. With the confusion in government it is no wonder they
recommend other systems to teach a language that are a COMPLETE waste of money and certainly time! To
Brian Hill and to Amazon.
Chapter 2 : Jennifer Scamp (Author of Just Listen 'n Learn Greek)
I purchased the Just Listen 'n Learn Greek with two tapes and a book. After studying through with the Passport Books
program I have a great handle on Greek. In fact, my Greek associate understands EVERY phrase I speak to him in
Greek.

Chapter 3 : racedaydvl.com:Kundenrezensionen: Just Listen 'N Learn Greek
The Just Listen 'n Learn claims to provide "at last a refresh- ing new language program that speaks your language," one
that is based "on the most modern and proven language learning methods.

Chapter 4 : Listen 'N' Learn (Author of Just Listen 'n' Learn French 2e [With (3) CD])
Auto Suggestions are available once you type at least 3 letters. Use up arrow (for mozilla firefox browser alt+up arrow)
and down arrow (for mozilla firefox browser alt+down arrow) to review and enter to select.
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Just Listen N Learn Greek by Marcopau, Dubbrotta and a great selection of similar Used, New and Collectible Books
available now at racedaydvl.com

Chapter 6 : Just listen 'n learn Greek (Audiobook on CD, ) [racedaydvl.com]
Synopsis. Here, at last, is a refreshing new language program that speaks your language. Not just phrase books with
ancillary recordings, Just Listen 'n Learn Language Programs are complete and integrated mini-courses to teach you to
speak, read, understand, and master a foreign language quickly and with real confidence.

Chapter 7 : racedaydvl.com > Greek > Helpful Books
Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.

Chapter 8 : Just Listen 'N Learn Greek: Brian Hill: racedaydvl.com: Books
McGrawHill Greek - Just Listen 'n' Learn Greek (Audio Tapes) Buy now for $ (regularly $) We ship worldwide. Bulk and
academic discounts available -- contact us for pricing.

Chapter 9 : Just Listen N' Learn: Just Listen 'n Learn Greek (, CD / Paperback) | eBay
The Just Listen 'n Learn series is audio-visual and communicative in the sense of the Voix et Images system, and falls
into some of the same errors. For instance, although Just Listen 'n Learn Greek has.
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